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A New Era In
Memorial Theatrics

By Mihir Kansara
As many of you saw
Memorial’s fall play “Moon
Over Buffalo” you may have
missed some important news
inside Memorial’s Theatre
Company. The fall play was the
first production not directed by
12th grade English teacher Mr.
Hardin in over a decade, directing
classics such as “Cabaret” and
“The 25th Annual Putnam County
Spelling Bee” Mr. Hardin handed
over the reigns to art teacher and
Forensics coach Joshua Newland
who had assisted in numerous
past productions. When asked
about the change in directors
stage manager Samantha Burden
said “They have different ways of
communicating and of motivating
us. It was an interesting change
to work so closely with someone
new after being so used to the way
Hardin runs rehearsal. Though
their styles were so different,
they’re both pleasant to work
with.” Although Mr. Hardin may
not be directing Memorial’s plays
anymore, he will still be the
producer of them. Congratulations
to Mr. Newland, the cast and crew
of Moon Over Buffalo for another
successful play and good luck for
the winter musical, Dancing In
The Rain.
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Getting it Together at School. Ew!

By Ankita Jha
A couple of months into school and all classes are in full
swing. Homework and tests are starting to pile up along with the many
extracurricular activities you signed up for. Many students, including
myself, are starting to feel the stress build up as well as the school work.
Contrary to popular belief, pulling an all-nighter and eating a brisk
unhealthy dinner will not help you come test time. Many physiologists
suggest that getting a full eight hours of sleep and eating a full healthy
dinner can help you stay alert during school time, which can benefit your
grades. You are probably thinking; how can I get eight hours of sleep with
all these tests and projects? In response, there are some simple alterations
you can make to your average school night to minimize your work time
and maximize your sleep or down time.
One way you can minimize the amount of time you spend doing
school work is, by simply putting a way all distractions. Yes, that means
your phone. People who say they can multitask are simply mistaking.
Turning off the TV, logging off of Facebook or Twitter, and putting away
your phone can help you focus completely on the work you are trying to
do. That being said, if you would like to listen to music quietly doing your
work, it sure couldn’t hurt!
In the same light, organizing your work can minimize the amount
of time you spend on it. Organization is a key element in high school.
You most likely have multiple classes and multiple assignments. More
assignments usually means more stress, however if you simply make a
list of everything you have to and check each thing off as completed, it
can make you feel much more accomplished and organized. Another tip
to staying organized is, doing assignments that are usually smaller and
due sooner, first. That way you can get the little things out of the way and
spend time on the larger, long-term assignments that are usually worth
many more points. Using you planner can help you stay organized, and I
along with many students and staff urge you to use yours.
All in all, there are a few things to remember when trying to
minimize your school stress. Firstly, do not skip on meals or sleep. You
need your energy to help stayed focus and you are not benefiting your
grade by staying up till 3 AM studying for a test. Next, eliminate all
distractions; keep focused on your school work. And lastly, organize all
your work using your planner. If you take simple steps to alter the way
you live out your average school night, your time spent on school work
will decrease, along with your stress.

A Letter of Advice to Seniors

By Claire Young and Angela Ayala
We allow ourselves to give up, give in, and go on. Trouble will
drag us down, insecurities and imperfections will keep us down. Too
fat, too thin, too tall, too short, a poor grade on an exam, the death of
a loved one, fighting with a friend, a broken family, or a broken heart.
Imperfections are human nature, I believe that is fact, but I will always
fight on.
The things we come to experience throughout our high school
years can build us up and tear us down. I’m not saying high school
is terrible, but sometimes it seems to feel like quite the hell hole.
Between the exams, essays, projects, and people, school is stressful
and frustrating. But it’s the feeling of accomplishment you get when
you’re accepted into the college of your dreams, the memories you
make with your friends that will last forever, and the life lessons you
learn, that make high school amazing. Looking back on my four years
in high school, I wouldn’t change a thing. I believe that everything
happens for a reason and in the end, everything will work out for the
best. Sometimes I find myself thinking about the past, but I’ve learned
to move forward, because there is nothing I can, or want, to do about it
now. Every day is a new day, and always keep the mindset that things
will forever continue to get better.
(continued on page 2...)
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Homecoming 2013
This year’s king and queen are
Daurice Foutain and Madeline
Haut!

New Class Officers

By Isabella Wu
In JMM’s new class of
freshmen, there are
four freshmen who
were recently voted
as class officers.
They have joined
the ranks of student
government leaders,
and are committed
to bringing everyone
in the community
together.
First we have Rim Ansari,
President, from Toki Middle
School. When asked why he
wanted to run, he replied that he
wants to get to know each and
every one of his peers and will
be proud to have known each
individual as a friend. “I hope to
make this year memorable as the
best freshman class that Memorial
ever saw. Let’s make this year
great and have fun. I’m always
willing to help any of you”, he
says.
Next is Isabella Wu, who
hails from Jefferson Middle
School, and is Vice President.
When asked how things have been
going, she noted it’s hard to stay
on top of everything, but things are
coming together. She appreciates
how smoothly they’ve been able
to function as a team, which
really boosts up what they’ve
been able to accomplish. Isabella
also acknowledges it would be
nice to get the freshmen class
more involved. “But freshmen
are becoming more included, and
everything else is great,” she says.
Jessica Liebau, Secretary,
also from Jefferson, agrees with
Isabella. She hopes to get the
freshmen more involved, but more
importantly, make everyone feel
as if they belong. Jessica aims
to engage everyone in school

activities and
have fun. When
asked about the
work load, she
notes that “being
student secretary
was a lot more than
I anticipated; I have
to say I didn’t look
much further than
the actual election
for a while.” That
said, Jessica notes
that “being a class
officer is a blast.” She likes being
able to connect with people she
wouldn’t otherwise meet and
doesn’t know of a better way to
start her freshmen year.
Finally, we have Kristine
Nguyen, Treasurer, from Jefferson.
When asked why she joined,
she explained that she wanted to
“get a better understanding of all
the ‘behind the scenes’ action.”
Kristine admits she wasn’t sure
of the challenges that come with
being a class officer, but with
supporters, she’s glad she joined.
She’s also been delighted by the
opportunity to help with school
activities, such as homecoming.
“Seeing everyone work together
to make a huge event like that at
memorial was truly amazing”,
she says. She also likes being
able to answer students’ concerns
or questions. Kristine hopes for
everyone has a great experience
this year.
Well, that’s it for our
freshmen government. With a
diverse group, they are ready to
overcome the difficulties as a
freshmen class and make this a
great year. They are committed
to Memorial, and devoted to the
freshmen class – As Rim says,
“GO CLASS OF 2017!”
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A Letter of Advice to Seniors Continued...By Claire Young and Angela Ayala

So now it’s hitting us. Our senior year has come and before we
know it, it will be over. Take this time, your senior year, to focus on
making it the best time of your life, because you will never get it back.
From our first day of high school to the day of graduation, high school
is a rollercoaster. Enjoy every moment while it lasts, from the football
games to the field trips and every moment in between. High school only
happens once, so cherish your time here at Memorial High School and
the time you have with your friends before you move on to a new chapter
of your life.
We find ways to carry on. There are going to be people that try
to tear us down, but no matter what, we will always have people in our
lives that are there for us and will care for us and love us. When you
learn that things will not be handed to you in life, work hard and fight for
what you believe in. Being strong on the inside will push you being a
better person on the outside. The nights of endless studying for the ACT
while your friends hang out, they will pay off. Persevere. And learn to
do it over and over and over again in every single thing you do. I’m not
letting hardships throughout high school tear me down, because if I do,
the pain will not stop and I will continue missing out on my life. Hold
onto what you know is true; believe in the strong person that you are, no
one can tell you otherwise. Expect for the worst, but hope for the best,
because we will never know what is to come tomorrow.
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New Memorial Traffic Laws Attempt to Bring
Order to the Halls

Satire By Ryan Das
Ever since Memorial was forged ten thousand
years ago, in 1966, there have been appallingly
high amounts of hallway collisions and accidents.
Numbering in the thousands of collisions and
accidents per year, the hallways have been in great
need of more effective regulations. Traffic jams “It’s
like there’s freshmen everywhere. People stop in the
middle of the hallway to talk, and the whole hallway
clogs up”, said one frustrated hallway commuter.
Problems can mainly be blamed on the students.
“I was just walking along, reading my MathChem
textbook, when someone dashed around the corner and almost ran into
me”, said one terrified sophomore. We spoke to Principal Dahmen before
the beginning of the 2013-2014 school year on the topic of the hallway
situation. He confirmed the rumors of the hallway issues, saying “The
halls are a mess. The ‘administration’ gave us a vague unenforceable
mandate that we do something. The plan right now is to put some
stronger hallway traffic laws into play”. Mr. Dahmen declined to expand
more. After passing 60 to 39 in the Senate and 219 to 212 in the House,
the Supreme Court upheld the hallway regulation followed by the School
District shutting down for 16 minutes. The delays have slowed the
implementation of the new regulations. Starting second semester, the
regulations will fully come into play.
Of the new rules and laws, there will be fines for not following
a minimum speed or for general obstruction of traffic. Fines will also
be issued for walking on the wrong side of the hall, yelling, and cutting
people off, pushing, to name a few. The deterrent policy has the hopes to
encourage students to make good hallway decisions and be a little less
annoying.
To enforce these new laws, teachers will have to fill traffic
regulation positions in each hour they are not teaching. The decision was
hard to organize with the teacher’s union, but ultimately pass. Teachers
equipped with radar guns and pepper spray will be patrolling the halls to
catch the slow walkers and random hallway conversations. These people
are what the administration says are “The worst type of delinquents in
high schools”.
A new department of the school will be created to instruct
incoming freshmen on proper hallway etiquette. Next year’s class
of 2018 will have Hallways 1 and Honors Hallways to choose from.
Sophomores and upperclassmen will be grandfathered in, but in addition
to a ticket, violators will have to retake Hallways 1 and sit in a class full
of freshmen for a semester.
The administration also pointed out that Memorial hasn’t met
bureaucratic quotas in a few years. As a result, student services will be
transformed into the Department of Memorial Vestibules or DMV as they
are abbreviating it. Students will have to wait in lines to fill out papers to
become licensed to walk in the Memorial halls.
The administration hopes that the new hallway legislation will cut
down on casualties and accidents. Zero deaths in the Memorial Hallways.
It’s a vision we can all live with.
The above article is for entertainment purposes only. All characters appearing in
this article are fictitious. Any resemblance to real persons, living or dead, is purely
coincidental.

Effects Of
Government
Shutdown

By Mihir Kansara
On October 1st the United
States Government officially
shut down for the first time since
1996, when President Bill Clinton
faced off with the GOP-controlled
Congress in a battle lasting 21
days. Similarly, in this shut down
President Obama battled against
house republicans in a 16 day
long shutdown which was the
third longest in history. Although
many of the effects might not
have been felt by the Sword and
Shield’s readers, we’d like to
give you a brief timeline of what
happened. Although the current
solution is only a short term fix,
midterm elections are coming
up. So if you are not happy with
America’s situation, go out and
campaign (and maybe even vote);
as President Obama elegantly
said, “Change will not come if
we wait for some other person or
some other time. We are the ones
we’ve been waiting for. We are the
change that we seek”.

Timeline

Sept. 24-25- Ted Cruz stages a 21hour speech on the Senate floor to
protest the Affordable Care Act.
Sept. 26-The Treasury warns it
will run out of “extraordinary

measures” it has been using to keep
paying the nation’s bills by Oct.
17. The House votes to pay activeduty troops and some Defense
Department civilian workers in the
case of a shutdown.
Oct. 1- Shutdown begins. The
House stands by previous claims
and requests negotiations with the
Senate, which the Senate rejects.
Oct. 2- The House begins passing
funding bills for programs affected
by the shutdown, including the
national parks and monuments. The
Senate refuses any bill that doesn’t
reopen the entire government.
Oct. 4- An administration
official is quoted saying it doesn’t
matter how long the shutdown
lasts because “we are winning,”
Boehner tells reporters: “This isn’t
some damn game!”
Oct. 5- The House passes
legislation to provide back pay to
furloughed federal workers once
the shutdown ends.
Oct. 15- House Republican
leaders cancel a vote on Boehner’s
proposal to fund the government
through Dec. 15. The rating
agency Fitch warns that the United
States’ AAA credit rating is being
reviewed for a possible downgrade.
Oct. 17- President Obama signs a
bill to raise the debt ceiling, reopen
the government and send hundreds
of thousands of federal employees
back to work

Yearbook

By Nathan Wang
Do you like captioning, tagging,
or taking photos?! Doesn’t matter
anyway! In Yearbook club we’ll
love you anyways and if not, you
can still help out with designing
this year’s yearbook. There
will be a club wide meeting on
November 11th! after school in Mr.
Richardson’s room (rm. 505) that
will last for about 15 minutes-30
minutes. During this time we will
assign people to sections and show
people how to use the program
we use to design the yearbook.
The sections and corresponding
editors are People (Brie Overkamp,
Megan Schumacher), Organization
(Jasmine Huang, Alisha
Vavilakolanu), Seniors (Sadhana
Pittalla, Shivani Kumar) Sports
(Renee Kar-Johnson, Sydney
Lorenz), and Student Life (Tien
Tien He, Changning Shou). For
more information, come to the
meeting! We might have food for
those attending…
****Also if you want your club to
be in the yearbook let me know as
soon as possible because spaces
will be filled up on a first come
first serve basis (email me at
nbwang22@gmail.com).****

Obamacare

By Amol Rajesh
I am sure you have all heard about
Obamacare in the news and the
recent government shut down as a
result of the politics around it. This
article is designed for those who
want a straightforward and simple
explanation of Obamacare.
First off, what does Obamacare
really refer to? Obamacare is
another name for The Patient
Protection and Affordable Care
Act, which was signed into law
on March 23, 2010 by President
Obama.
The foundation for Obamacare
really rests on 3 principles that
I will explain in a somewhat
simplified way below: community
rating, the individual mandate and
subsidies for the poor. In order
for Obamacare to work, all of
those three principles have to be in
place, similar to a 3-legged stool:
take one leg off, and the stool falls
down.
What is community rating?
Community rating in Obamacare
requires health insurance providers
to offer health insurance to
everyone in a community at
the same price, regardless of
their health status. This makes
sure that sick people will not be
discriminated against by health
insurance companies and will pay
the same premium as a healthy
person. (Currently sick people have
pay more to get the same health
insurance.)
What is the individual mandate?
The individual mandate forces
everyone to get health insurance if
they don’t have it (if they don’t get
health insurance, the government
will make them pay a tax or a fine).
This policy is in place to make
sure that not just sick people are
getting insurance, but that healthy
and young people are also getting
insurance. This is an important
leg of the stool because if only
sick people buy insurance, then
either the premiums charged by
insurance companies will be very

A Note From the Editor
By Idris Boukahil.

Believe it or not, we are
almost half way done with first
semester! November is one of the
most stressful months; seniors
have to deal with college early
application deadlines and the
important ACT/SAT test date is
next month. In addition, quarter
one is coming to a close, so make
one last effort! However much
work you may have though,
be sure to enjoy yourselves by
supporting our fellow Spartans
(and reading this issue).
Also, it is not too late to start
participating in clubs and
organizations; at the Sword and
Shield, we are always looking
for talented writers and creative
articles. If you want to submit
content or have any questions,
contact us at jmmswordnshield@
gmail.com. You are welcome stop
in at our meetings every Tuesday
in the photolab to discuss possible
articles as well.
P.S. Parent-teacher conferences
are around the corner so be sure to
not misbehave in class.

large and unaffordable. If the
premiums are low, the insurance
companies will lose money
because they will not be enough to
cover the sick people’s health care
costs. It is essential for insurance
companies to generate revenue off
of healthy people to keep costs
low for everybody. In addition, the
individual mandate also prevents
people from gaming the system by
only buying discounted insurance
when they are sick.
What are subsidies for the poor?
The individual mandate requires
everyone to buy health insurance,
but not everybody has the money
to do so. This is where subsidies
come in: for many people,
depending on how much they
earn, the government will help the
person/family by paying all or part
of the health insurance bill.
Why did the Republicans shut
down the government for this?
Many Republicans believe in
personal freedom and limited
government. They felt that the
indivdual mandate is an attack on
personal freedom. They wanted
to remove the individual mandate
from Obamacare. The Democrats
opposed this because if the
individual mandate is removed,
they feared that Obamacare would
not work.
Has something like Obamacare
been tried in other countries?
A couple of prosperous European
countries such as Switzerland and
Netherlands have health care laws
similar to Obamacare in place.
What is Obamacare’s promise?
In theory, Obamacare offers the
following promise: as a result of
Obamacare, everybody will have
affordable health insurance and
less people will be scared of going
to the hospital as a result of not
being able to pay the expenses.
Ultimately this will increase life
expectancy because it makes it
easier for everyone (rich, poor,
healthy and sick) to receive the
medical care they need. Whether
Obamacare will deliver these
benefits in practice remains to
be seen.
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Prep Profiles
GIRL’S
GOLF 2013
By Mackenzie
Femrite

Although the season
ended sooner than
they had hoped, the
JMM Girls Golf
team experienced a
great year with many
accomplishments.
This year the team
welcomed a new head
coach, Dylan Packer, who helped the girls improve over the course of the
season as well as enjoy themselves at practice and in matches.
As far as members of the team go, the JV roster included Lauren Kreig,
Kelly Elmes, Alison Lee, Haley Prudent, Hannah Langworthy and Heidi
Weitz. The varsity team consisted of Claire Franken, Mackenzie Femrite,
Tatum Jones, Robyn Blanchard and Megan Elmes.
This year the Memorial JV team had a successful season with Coach
Joyce as they earned third place in conference at Evansville and
first place in the All-City Tournament. The varsity team also placed
third in conference, then second in regionals, and third in sectionals.
Unfortunately, third place wasn’t enough to advance to the state
tournament seeing as only two teams make it through. Although
Middleton and Verona would advance as teams, Claire Franken, a junior
at Memorial, was able to continue on to the state tournament after
shooting an 84 that day at Odana Hills Golf Course. This last week at
the All-City banquet at Nakoma Country Club, all of the varsity players
were privileged to take home awards. Robyn Blanchard, Megan Elmes,
and Tatum Jones all earned positions on the First Team All-City leaving
Mackenzie Femrite and Claire Franken to earn a spot on Second Team
All-City. In addition, Robyn Blanchard placed third over all in the City
Tournament at Yahara
Hills Golf Course and
Mackenzie Femrite
earned fourth place.
Megan Elmes was
honored to take home
the Distinguished Senior
Award which is granted
to two seniors who show
hard work and success
in the classroom, on the
golf course, and with
volunteer activities.
Congratulations to the
JMM Girls Golf Team
on their successful season this fall!

Prep Profiles

Name: Andy Anane
Favorite Class: Forensic Science
Current Sport: Soccer
Career Highlights: Going undefeated in conference
I love Soccer because: It’s a team
sport. Everyone has to contribute.
Other sports: None
I love being a Spartan because:
It doesn’t get better than green and
white.
Most memorable moment in
sports: Going to State in middle
school for track.
Most embarrassing moment in
sports: Getting
beat 5-0 by West
in the Sectional
Semi-Final
Everyone on
the team knows
me as that guy
who… likes to
joke around

Pregame music playlist: Ambition by Wale and Anything by
Meek Mill
Pregame fuel: Cliff Bars
Most inspirational teammate:
Alex Young
Favorite Athlete: Kobe Bryant
Favorite opponent: West
I wish I could compete against:
Myself
Favorite movie: Space Jam
Favorite TV show: Key and Peele
I describe myself as: Energetic
I look up to… My Parents
I can’t live without… Music
I wish I could meet: Derrick Rose
During the Olympics I watched:
Usain Bolt
Did you know… I can sing?
Post-High school plans: Go to
college.
On the bucket list: Go to Vegas.

Name: Claire Franken
Favorite Class:
Math
Current Sport: Golf
I love Golf because:
I love my team and
it’s a really hard
sport.
Other sports: basketball and track
I love being a Spartan because: we rule
at everything
Most memorable
moment in sports:
Last year when the
golf team qualified
for State
Most embarrassing moment in
sports: five putting at Yahara
Everyone on the team knows me
as that girl who… can’t keep her
white skirt clean
Pregame music playlist: Cashin
Out
Pregame fuel: fruit snacks
Most inspirational teammate:
Megan Elmes
Favorite Athlete: Megan Elmes
Favorite opponent: Verona
I wish I could compete against:
Tim Elmes
Favorite movie: Coach Carter
Favorite TV show: Grey’s Anatomy
I describe myself as: nice
I look up to…Mack Fem
I can’t live without… the golf
squad
I wish I could meet: Ryan Lochte
During the Olympics I watched:
Swimming
Post-High school plans: go to
college
On the bucket list: steal a pumpkin

Name: Claire McCarthy
Favorite Class: Anatomy and
Physiology
Current Sport: Swimming
Career Highlights:
Getting third at state
my sophomore year
I love Swimming
because: We’re all
like one big family
Other sports: Ultimate Frisbee
I love being a Spartan because: Everyone knows us
Most memorable
moment in sports:
When Beth Botsford
was our coach
Most embarrassing
moment in sports:
When I slipped and fell at a big
swim meet
Everyone on the team knows me
as that girl... who laughs all the
time
Pregame music playlist: bangerz
Pregame fuel: Water
Favorite Athlete: Jeremy Gartland
I wish I could compete against:
Beth Botsford
Favorite Movie: Home Alone
Favorite TV show: Pretty Little
Liars
I describe myself as: talkative
I look up to...my grandma
I cant live without...food
I wish I could meet: beyonce
During the Olympics I watched:
Swimming and diving
Did you know... Beth Botsford
won a gold medal at the Olympics
Post-High school plans: Go to
college
On the bucket list: buy a range
rover

Girls Cross Country

By Delany Eigenberger
This year is my first year running
cross-country and I love it! Being a sophomore and coming into
this somewhat late I was a little
nervous. But I soon realized that
it doesn’t matter how long you
have been running, you’ll fit right
in. This sport is amazing for many
reasons. It doesn’t matter what size
you are, or how fast you are; you’ll
find a place and make friends and
learn more about yourself than you
would have ever thought. Many
people think that because it’s crosscountry that it’s an individual sport
and not a team effort. That is not
true. Through the season you are
running with lots of people who
soon become your friends and you
push each other to be better. And
even during races you find someone to run with that will make you
feel good during the race. We are
very fortunate with the diversity in
ages on our team. There are excellent seniors who prove to be great
role models, not only in how fast
they run, but in their maturity and
inspiration to others. There is also
a large group of talented freshman
joining the team this year that will
help the Memorial team place
even better in
years to come.
In conclusion,
Cross Country has opened
my eyes to the
sport of distance
running but can
welcome anyone
else in as well.

Spartans Football WrapUp

By Ryan Morgan
The Memorial football team made
its way to the WIAA playoffs after a
very successful season. The Spartans went into the playoffs off with
a win against Big 8 rival Beloit,
ending off the season with a 6-3
record and finishing 3rd place in the
conference. Memorial made it to
the playoffs this year against Middleton but sadly lost 28-14. The
team had a notable season with
some outstanding plays which created some very defining moments.
Thanks to all the seniors who
worked their tails off their whole
high school football career; they
made it so interesting to watch
whether it was their defensive play
or their amazing running or passing plays. To the underclassmen,
good luck and keep the tradition
so we can make it back to the playoffs next year! Leave everything
out on the field and keep winning!
Great season Spartans!
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Zelle
Edinger-Turoff

Art has always been
a major part of my life; ever
since I could hold a pencil
upright I have been making
scribbles. Fortunately, I
have a lot of artists in my
family, so these scribbles
were greatly encouraged.
Now, those scribbles
sometimes turn out to look
like the thing I am trying to
draw. Soon after I showed
an interest in making art,
my mother bought me a
variety of art supplies,
including play-doh. Ever
since, sculpting has been
my favorite art form. So
naturally, when I got to high
school, I signed up for as
many drawing and ceramics
classes as possible. These
classes transformed me as
an artist, and helped me discover that this is what I want to do for the rest
of my life.
Next year, I will hopefully be going to either Temple University
in Philadelphia, or Alfred University in upstate New York. Both of
these schools have highly ranked ceramics programs and vibrant art
communities. After college, I’m not sure where life will take me, but
I hope it
will be
satisfying.

Gravity: Falling Short at 9.8 m/s2

By Sam Szotkowski
During Director Alfonso Cuarón’s 3D sci-fi thriller space epic
extraordinaire Gravity, I fully expected a fantastic, mind-blowing
cinematic masterpiece based on all the hype I’d heard leading up
to the film. Unfortunately at the end of the day I went home $13
short, disappointed at the massive opportunity that Cuarón missed
out on. Don’t get me wrong, Gravity was an incredible movie; the
cinematography and acting were some of, if not the best I’ve ever seen
from Hollywood, but those aspects are only a portion of the movie
watching experience.
A film consists of two things, the movie and the story. Cuarón
spent four and a half years researching and developing a process to
record an extremely accurate depiction of what it’s like to be in space,
flawlessly utilizing 3D technology at or above the standard set by Avatar,
blowing away the audience with beautiful shots averaging about 45
seconds a piece (an unbelievable length in modern Hollywood), and
perfecting the movie portion of the experience. However, Gravity,
as much work as was put into it, fails to become anything more than
something that’s fun to watch. It simply lacks the depth that makes a
film memorable.
George Clooney and Sandra Bullock do a fantastic job in their
roles as astronauts Lieutenant Matt Kowalski and Dr. Ryan Stone,
but the script didn’t give the actors much to work with; the characters
lack almost any depth. Over the course of the movie we learn very
little pertinent information about their pasts, and they never stray from
the confines of a single emotion (Lieutenant Kowalski the calm, big
brother character and Dr. Stone the perpetually anxious damsel in
distress). After a while it gets repetitive and were it not for the sheer
gravity of the predicaments in which they find themselves (pun entirely
intended), viewers would have almost no emotional connection to the
film whatsoever. The dialogue in the film is pretty disappointing as well,
with cheesy one liners and clichés around every corner (“It’s gonna be a
wild ride!” says Kowalski with a dumb grin before danger ensues). The
plot is no better, and can only be described as a predictable series of giant
explosions, predictable twists, and a few too many dei ex machina for my
taste.
The Verdict: This movie deserves 3.5 stars out of 5, if you can
ignore the horrendous script long enough to appreciate the astonishing
feat of cinematography achieved by Cuarón. I can’t say I recommend it,
but if you do truly want to see it I’d recommend doing so while it’s still
in theatres because this IMAX experience is nearly unparalleled.

Carrie

Written by Dane Peplinski
Carrie is a remake of the 1976 classic and it is based off of Stephen
King’s bestselling novels. It’s about a tormented teenage girl
named Carrie White who gets bullied every day by the kids
at her school. A mean prank gets pulled on Carrie and goes
viral on the web. Then one of the popular girls that was in
the prank skips prom and lends Carrie her date. When she
gets taken to the prom, things get pretty bad there. If you’ve
seen the old one or have read the book then you’ll know
how the movie goes. The actresses Julianne Moore and
Chloe Grace Moretz perform an outstanding performance
that is comparable to Piper Laurie and Sissy Spacek’s roles
in the cult classic. The plot line does not differ much from
the classic and the last remake. There are a lot of differences
between the three movies, the biggest being the use of social
media like YouTube, Facebook, and Twitter. I personally
liked this addition. The film is not a disappointment, it’s
actually really good. The special effects are really epic in the
prom destruction scene. The movie gives a good message
about bullying and treating others the way you want to be
treated. The acting between the mother and daughter of Margaret and
Carrie White is just outstanding. It really teaches you not to mess with
the quiet, picked-on kids at school. I give Carrie 7 out 10 stars and I
definitely recommend seeing it in the theater.
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An Analysis
of Time
By: Jeremy Gottlieb

Social Justice
Book Group (SJBG)
just put on their annual
dinner and discussion
for the UW’s “Go Big
Read Book,” A Tale For
the Time Being” by Ruth
Ozeki, a Buddhist priest.
The conversation that
took place at Memorial
was lead by members
of SJBG covering
topics from Japanese
suicide culture, to Zen
Buddhism, and the
Japanese Tsunami (and
the consequent nuclear
breakdown). Following
the dinner, the club went
down to Union South
to see the author speak.
Later, Ozeki held a
Q&A and then signed
books and posters.
The book centers
around Nao, a Japanese
schoolgirl, and Ruth
(yes, the semi-fictional
version of the author),
a novelist who lives on a sparsely populated island in British Columbia.
These two are connected across the Pacific when Ruth finds Nao’s diary
on the beach of her secluded island. Specifically, Nao set out to write the
biography of her 104-year-old Buddhist nun grandmother, Jiko, and used
a diary made from Proust’s “In Search of Lost Time.”
And time plays a large part in the novel in that a relationship
builds between Nao and Ruth despite their distance and discrepancy in
time. As the story progresses, an almost wrinkle in time forms as the two
mold and change each other’s lives. In addition, the Buddhist teachings
of time, and the 6 million supposed moments that comprise each day,
are conveyed through Jiko’s teachings to Nao. Even Nao’s own name
(pronounced “now”) plays on the definition of the present, as she is only
seen in the past through Ruth’s eyes.
When her father loses his job as a programmer in Silicon Valley,
Nao and her family must back to Japan. There, she is seen as an outsider,
and is violently bullied by her classmates, to the point of possible suicide.
Her father, on the other hand, hides his wounds: he lies to his family,
saying he found a job, then wastes his time in a park all day. Finally, he
jumps in front of a train, but even his suicide attempt is unsuccessful.
Ozeki tackles contemporary Japanese culture in new ways in
her novel A Tale For the Time Being. All in all, her interpretation of the
meanings of life and death, time and the present, all come out in her
moving narrative between two very unlikely subjects.
Make sure to join Social Justice Book Club by talking to Ms. Fitz
or a member for more books like this.

GRAND OPENING
ON OCTOBER 30th,
Wednesday
Madison’s authentic
indian restaurant

MINERVA INDIAN CUISINE
by Jansi & Prabakaran, Ph.D.
AT 515 Junction Road, Madison, WI 53717
PH: 608-203-9671

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

Horoscopes
November

by Madeline Haut

Sagittarius (Nov 22 - Dec 21) The winter musical is creeping up and who isn’t excited? This years production is going
to be bigger and better than ever so make sure you check it
out! Casting is being done so it may be too late for a role on
stage but talk to Mr. Hardin and I’m sure there’s plenty of
work for you to do behind the scenes! They put so much hard
work, blood, and sweats into their craft so if you aren’t involved in the
production, get involved at least by checking it out! Tickets will be sold
at lunch soon!
Capricorn (Dec 22 - Jan 19) October and all its festivities
are in the past. It’s time to retire your Halloween costume for
this year and stop the ghouly tricks. Halloween and its fun is
now behind you, but that doesn’t mean your playful spirit has
to be. It’s okay to keep the fun going and channel your care
free nature. Laugh and let yourself accept the fun that life can
bring. What is life without a smile? Also, continuing to stuff your face
with candy doesn’t hurt!
Aquarius (Jan 20 - Feb 18) It seems far away but it’s actually
closer than you think. BLACK FRIDAY SHOPPING! It’s a
great day for deals and steals. Not only can you spend less than
normal on items for yourself but it’s a great day to find gifts
for friends. You can get holiday shopping done and well as
birthday presents. Heck, you may just want to buy a present for
your best friend or parents for fun! Get a group together, wake up at wee
hours of the morning and shop till you drop!
Pisces (Feb 19 - Mar 20) This month is filled with pain.
You can be a little clumsy sometimes, no secret there, but be
especially careful during the upcoming weeks. The universe
seems to be out to get you. Watch out when walking down
the stairs and watch your back when walking through the
math wing, everyone knows coming out of that hallway alive
is a daily battle. Just remember to carry a first aid kit around with you just
in case of accidental injury. Good luck, you’re going to need it.
Aries (Mar 21 - April 19) First quarter is coming to an end
and soon second quarter will be rearing up. Make sure all your
school work is turned in by the first quarter deadline! Deducted points from late work are still better for your grade than
no points at all. Look at your infinite campus to make sure
all your work is in there and in the system correctly. Don’t be
afraid to correct your teacher about a wrong score.
Taurus (April 20 - May 20) Fall sports are done or just about
and winter sports are now starting to train. Make sure you try
out for any winter sport that you are interested in but don’t
be discouraged if you don’t make it. If you’re not a senior try
out next year! If you don’t or can’t tryout again, then play that
sport for a club rather than for school. Do what you love!
Gemini (May 21 - June 20) Thanksgiving is coming up so
save some room in your stomach! Remember to be thankful
for everything that you have and say thank you to those who
have always been there for you. You can’t be thankful enough
for the life that you live. Spend the day with your family and
friends and surround yourself with good food as well as good people. But
also, save room for a good slice of pumpkin pie…extra whip cream!
Cancer (June 21 - Jul 22) Winters in Madison can be a
doozy! Be sure to stock up on warm clothes for the below
freezing weather. It can be fun to go to places such as Savers
in order to find fun winter and holiday sweaters for cheap.
Don’t underestimate how cold outside can be as well as
inside the school, so be prepared to dress warm. It’s hard to
concentrate on your work if you are shivering so severely. Stay warm!
Leo (July 23 - Aug 22) Not only does the winter make keeping warm a difficult feat but driving is even more difficult.
Winter is an extremely dangerous time to be driving so please
stay safe. Even if a road seems clear, be weary because black
ice is extraordinarily dangerous and causes countess car
wrecks. Wear your seatbelt always and SLOW DOWN! Be safe on the
roads and watch for other drivers as well.
Virgo (Aug 23 - Sept 22) Feeling stressed? CLEAN! It
sounds crazy but cleaning and organizing is a great way to
clear your mind. And a clean room always makes one feel less
anxious. Take an hour or so out of your day to clear off your
floor of dirty clothes and dust off your dresser. Hey, you might
even find something that you had thought you lost!
Libra (Sept 23 - Oct 22)With cold weather comes cuddling
up by fires and drinking hot chocolate, but that’s not the case
for you! You are an adventurous person who’s always on the
go. Instead of watching Netflix in bed, you should take up a
new winter activity. Save up your money and invest it into a
trip to Tyrol Basin with friends for an exciting ski or snowboard trip, but be sure to rent the helmet as well. The best fun is safe fun.
You’re a thrill seeker so go out and seek it!
Scorpio (Oct 23 - Nov 21) You are going to find love this
month. You’ve been searching for that right person for so
long, going through crushes for years but now you seem to
find the person who’s the perfect fit for you. Just make sure
your PDA is in check. No one likes to see that part of your
love before class. But enjoy being happy with your new boo,
you deserve it.
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MSCR High School Recreation at Memorial High
School:
Join MSCR in the fun this fall!

Keep Moving with MSCR:
1.
Zumba Thursdays: Students can have fun while being fit! Zumba
Club meets Thursdays in the commons. Learn fun dance choreography with
friends, under the guidance of a certified teacher.
2.
Latin Dance Fridays: Latin Dance Club meets Fridays in the dance
studio. Learn salsa, merengue, cumbia and more, from experienced instructors. No experience or partner is needed.
3.
Breakdance Club is back on Fridays! Need a refresher on Breaking 101? Come learn the basics of breakdance. Already have skills? We can
show you some extra moves. Contact Ms. Rios if you are interested in joining.
4.
Intermediate Basketball (9th & 10th grade) League: Registration ends
11/20. Practice begins Tuesday December 3rd. Practices are once a week on
Tuesdays (in the JMM field house), with games rotating across Madison high
schools on Saturdays. Our first game is 12/7 & the last game is on 1/18. Fee:
$45.00
5.
Metro Basketball (11th & 12th grade) League: Registration begins
December 1st. Practice begins in February, once a week on Tuesdays (in
the JMM field house), with games rotating across Madison high schools on
Saturdays. Our first practice is 1/21 & first game is 1/25. Our last game ends
in a tournament on 3/8. Fee:$45.00
How to Register:
Pick up an MSCR Registration form in the Welcome Center, or in the field
house Office 104 A with Ms. Roxanne Rios (MSCR). You can also go to the
MSCR website at www.mscr.org
Contact Information:
Contact the MSCR REC Specialist for Memorial High School
Roxanne Rios Field House Office 104 A
Office: (608) 442-2220
rrios@madison.k12.wi.us

IMAGINE
HEALTH CLUB

Interested in Health and Wellness?
Want to learn how to help yourself
be the best you can be? This club
is flexible to meet the needs of
all. Our first event is after school
yoga on
Wednesdays. See
Nurse
Marie for
more information.

Compete to receive a
$2,500 scholarship!
Even the runners-up will receive $500!
Throughout the challenge, you’ll create three short videos
to teach other teens about saving, bask in the limelight in
Summit ads and nab some face time on our website. Be
creative to give your competitors a run for their money.

Defusing the Bomb- A historical look at US-Iran
relations By Vishal Narayanaswamy

Iran is a country that often strikes fear in the hearts of many
Americans. In the past few decades, the theocratic state has spearheaded an
internationally-condemned nuclear program and made itself a sworn enemy
of the west. However, at the United Nations General Assembly in September,
newly-elected Iranian president Hassan Rouhani announced his intentions
to reopen negotiations over his country’s nuclear program. At its core, this
move seeks to resolve lingering tensions between the US and Iran. In this
time of both uncertainty and optimism, it is important to look back on the
storied history of US-Iranian relations.
The tensions between Iran and the west can best be described as
stemming from mutual distrust. Following the discovery of large petroleum
reserves in southern Persia in the early 20th century, British investors
flocked to Iran. Economic agreements between the British and the Iranians
declined in the 1950s as the Iranian population voiced dissent against British
hegemony in the region. These anti-imperial feelings prompted Iranians to
elect Mohammad Mossadeq, a proponent of Iranian sovereignty, as Prime
Minister in 1951. In 1953, a coup d’état secretly orchestrated by British and
American intelligence services deposed Mossadeq and installed Mohammad
Reza Pahlavi as the monarchical Shah of Iran.
Under the Shah, the Iranian government forged close ties with the
United States and reversed the oil nationalization seen under Mossadeq,
inadvertently fueling a strong opposition movement. Throughout the 1960s
and 70s, the Shah lived in splendor while ruling his country with an iron
fist. As protestors decried his luxurious lifestyle and non-democratic rule,
Pahlavi used the secret police force SAVAK to torture and execute the
regime’s opponents. In no time at all, Iran descended into chaos. In 1979, the
Shah was driven out of power by an Islamist-backed popular revolution. A
religious cleric named Ruhollah Khomeini, who had served as the figurehead
of the revolution, took control as Supreme Leader of the new Islamic
Republic of Iran. It was in November of that year, when Iranian students
seized the US embassy in Tehran and held 52 Americans hostage, that the
US and Iran severed formal diplomatic ties. The Revolution and its lingering
effects, as seen in the 2012 film Argo, are mainly the cause of today’s
diplomatic stalemate.
In the past few decades, several events have further contributed to
the US-Iran split. The two sides have long engaged in covert tactics that
have fueled mutual disengagement. In the 1980s, Iran fought a decade-long
war with Iraq, a country that was supplied chemical weapons by the United
States. The accidental destruction of Iran Air Flight 655 over the Persian
Gulf by an American missile cruiser in the midst of the war only further
exacerbated tensions. As recently as October 2011, the Iranian government
has been connected to terrorist groups such as Hezbollah and a botched plot
to assassinate a Saudi Arabian ambassador on US soil. The two nations have
mainly been at odds over Iran’s nuclear program, which Iran has historically
claimed is for peaceful energy purposes only. Under the leadership of
Mahmoud Ahmadinejad in the last decade, Iran has seemed poised to
utilize this nuclear development for offensive purposes against countries
like Israel. Additionally, Iran’s crackdown on protestors in 2009 has led
to international economic sanctions against the regime.
President Rouhani’s appeal to the UN represents a chance
for peace and potential solution to the tensions between the US and
Iran. The two nations must acknowledge their respective pasts in
order to avoid the dangers of continued covert action and nuclear
development. An approach guided by respect and trust can successfully
avoid historical problems in US-Iranian relations. Indeed, diplomatic
engagement with Iran, rather than isolation through sanctions, may turn
the Ayatollah’s frightening regime into a friendlier ally in the future.

To enter the challenge, grab your phone and create a
30 to 60 second video telling us why you want to compete.
Visit SummitCreditUnion.com/ProjectTeenMoney or stop
by your school’s Summit branch to apply.
Application deadline is November 29, 2013.

Chess Club
Open play during both
lunches in the math
area near room 756.
Many area tournament
entry forms available from
Mr. King as well.
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Halloween Photos around school!
2
1
3

5

4

7

6

9

13

(top left group picture) 1.Brianna Stoffels, Reggie
Roamer, Nick Mann, Danielle Bosben, Madeline
Haut, Katie Moe, Annelise Bohn, John Hornecek,
Monika Ford, Gavin Christianson, Ryan Bruesewitz,
2. Jeremy Gartland, Daniella Bosben, Josie Robertson, Claire McCarthy, Nick Newburg, Hunter Michaels, Bob Wilson, Kiefer Baumbach, Sean Bruesewitz, Dan Girkin, 3. Mr. Spence, 4. Claire McCarthy,
Jeremy Gartland, PJ Grimmer, Reggie Roemer, Ruth
Lenzen, Kayla Goetz, Zoe Sprout, Heidi Weitz, 5. Nick
Newburg, Fletcher Rehbein, Bob Wilson, 6. Aikum
Talwar, 7. Annabelle Sobotik & Katie Hettenbach,
8. Mr. Newland, 9. CAMM class w/ Ryan, Marla
Moeser, Reggie, Daniella, Sean, Catherine Bartzen,
Delaney Eigenberger, Marcus Fennesy, Joe BoyerGroff, Lorence Ayag, 10. James Arbaje, 11. Brandon
Mueller, 12. Max Boyer-Groff, 13.Jasmine Mada, 14.
Chloe Orr, 15. Ms. Dwyer, 16.Maryann Rehani, 17.
Madeline Haut, Natelie Hodgkiss & Sarah Hubbard
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Photos by Ryan Bruesewitz
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